This Teaching Gallery exhibition—on view September 12, 2014, to January 4, 2015—is curated by Timothy J. Moore, John and Penelope Biggs Distinguished Professor of Classics and chair, Department of Classics in Arts & Sciences at Washington University, in conjunction with his course “Greek Mythology,” offered in fall 2014.

The Greek word mythos means literally “story,” and Greek mythology is inherently a product of words, first handed down orally, then in written works. Yet some of our most interesting presentations of Greek myths, both in antiquity and in the modern world, are not words but images. Portrayals of myths on ancient Greek vases are often strikingly different from the myths in written texts, and visual artists up to the present have continued to express a wide range of ideas and emotions through their versions of Greek myth. This exhibition examines how visual artists have captured individual moments in Greek myths, have drawn from mythology to create vivid scenes, and have presented widely varied views of Greek mythological characters.

She found Helen in the hall, where she was weaving a great purple cloth of double width, showing the many battles the Trojans, tamers of horses, and the bronze-clad Greeks were suffering for her sake at the hands of Ares.

Homer, Iliad 3.125–128
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The Modern World, are not words but images. Yet some of our most interesting presentations of Greek myths, both in antiquity and in the modern world, are not words but images. Portrayals of myths on ancient Greek vases are often strikingly different from the myths in written texts, and visual artists up to the present have continued to express a wide range of ideas and emotions through their versions of Greek myth. This exhibition examines how visual artists have captured individual moments in Greek myths, have drawn from mythology to create vivid scenes, and have presented widely varied views of Greek mythological characters.
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